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Abstract: Fresh-cut vegetables, namely those that undergo processes such as washing, sorting, or
chopping while keeping their fresh state, constitute an important market element nowadays. Among
those operations, the washing step becomes really important due both to the extensive use of water
resources and to the utilization of controversial water sanitizing agents, such as chlorine. To ideally
eliminate those chlorinated compounds while decreasing water consumption, four novel filtrating
technologies (pulsed corona discharge combined with nanofiltration, NF-PCD; classical ultrafiltration,
UF; nanofiltration membranes integrating silver nanoparticles, NF-AgNP; and microfiltration with
cellulose acetate membranes containing chitin nanocrystals, ChCA) have been proposed to eliminate
any contaminating agent in recirculated water. Here, we performed a life cycle assessment (LCA) to
assess the environmental effects of introducing these new solutions and to compare those impacts
with the burden derived from the current strategy. The novel technologies showed a decreased
environmental burden, mainly due to the enhanced water recirculation and the subsequent decrease
in energy consumption for pumping and cooling the water stream. The environmental gain would be
maintained even if a certain amount of chlorine was still needed. This analysis could serve as an aid
to decision-making while evaluating the introduction of new sanitizing techniques.
Keywords: fresh-cut vegetables; life cycle assessment; LCA; chlorine; filtering membranes;
water recirculation

1. Introduction
In order to benefit from the well-known properties of fresh fruits and vegetables, many customers
tend to favor the consumption of “fresh-cut” (FC) products, defined as “those fruits and vegetables
that may have undergone procedures such as washing, sorting, trimming, peeling, slicing or chopping
that do not affect their fresh life quality” [1]. These products play an important role in the present days,
when the time allocated to cooking processes is in a clear decrease [2].
FC vegetables have shown an increased market size when compared with FC fruits, especially
due to the sale of salad bags. The value of the European fresh-cut fruit and vegetable market is about
3.4 billion euros, of which salads, vegetables, and fruit account for 62%, 31%, and 7% of the market
volume, respectively [3]. Regarding its production, harvested fresh vegetables typically undergo
several unit operations to end up with the final FC products. These operations consist of trimming,
slicing and shredding, washing, draining, weighing, and packing [4,5].
Washing unit operation is a key step in the production of FC vegetables [6]. Before packaging of
shredded produce, it is necessary to remove dirt, pesticide residues, and microorganisms that may lead
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to quality loss along the shelf life of the final product [7]. This step is performed by immersing produce
in tanks of washing water, which is partially recirculated to decrease the total cost of the operation [6].
Of crucial importance is the quality of water that is used for this operation, since water may
paradoxically act as a contaminant agent when it is recirculated. The reused water is characterized by
a high organic load, which provides nutrients supporting microbial growth [8]. There is, therefore,
a need for using a sanitizing agent that can virtually eliminate any possible cross-contamination among
water tanks [9]. The most widely used sanitizer is chlorine due to its low cost and effectiveness when
eliminating contaminant bacteria through oxidation, although its utilization is controversial since its
reaction byproducts have shown a carcinogenic potential [6,10,11]. Indeed, its use has been banned in
several countries in the EU [2]. Besides, the organic compounds present in fresh vegetables generate
a high chlorine demand, which leads to the rapid consumption of the free chlorine present in the
recycled water [11]. Due to this fact, fresh solution of chlorine in water needs to be constantly added,
and thus total recirculation of the water flux is not possible, which encourages extensive water usage in
the process. This results both in the resource depletion and in the extensive use of energy for pumping
and cooling, which is an important issue of the present society as it has been stated by the United
Nations. Indeed, this organism claims in its 12th Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) the necessity
for ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns, promoting an efficient use of resources
and energy [12].
In order to decrease the water consumption and production costs by increasing the recirculation
rates, Fusi et al. proposed the introduction of a water filtering system in the production line of baby
lamb leaves [13]. Membrane separation can be used to treat the process water before its recirculation,
thus decreasing the organic particles and avoiding cross-contamination [14]. As stated by the authors
of [13], the use of this technology would lead to the reduction of electricity needed for pumping water,
as well as a general water saving and a further reduction in wastewater production, in line with the
12th SDG. Additionally, the introduction of filtering techniques would replace the controversial use
of chlorine.
Membrane devices have become an alternative to traditional water purification processes.
A membrane represents a thin physical interface that regulates the pass of certain species through it,
depending on their physical and/or chemical properties [15]. Depending on the pore sizes, we can find
several types of membranes that can be used for water treatment (Table 1).
Table 1. Classification of filtering membranes in terms of their pore size [15].
Membrane

Pore Size

Reject

Microfiltration (MF)
Ultrafiltration (UF)
Nanofiltration (NF)
Reverse osmosis (RO)

0.1–5
0.01–0.1
0.0001–0.01
*

Large cells and bacteria, atmospheric dust
Dissolved macromolecules and viruses
Most organic molecules, viruses, divalent ions
Low molecular weight species, aqueous inorganic solids, salts and ions

* RO membranes are so dense that they are considered as nonporous.

In the present work, we evaluated the environmental effects of introducing different
membrane-based tools as water sanitizing agents in the FC industry. This work was carried out as
part of the CEREAL project under the 7th Framework Program, which aimed to improve the resource
efficiency throughout the postharvest chain of fresh-cut fruits and vegetables. In previous stages of
the project, the consortium partners developed and/or evaluated from a technical point of view the
suitability of several filtering devices for decontaminating FC produce washing waters. Their work
resulted in valuable data, which were later used by the authors to evaluate the environmental impact
of a hypothetical large-scale implementation of the developed techs through a life cycle assessment
(LCA), with a special focus on the washing operation itself. LCA is a commonly used method to
assess the environmental impact of a determined product through its whole life cycle, considering
the extraction and processing of the raw materials, the manufacturing and distribution steps, the use
and recycling by the consumer, and the final disposal [16]. This technique is broadly applicable to
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2.1.2. Scenarios Definition
The current operational process for FC lettuce washing in the industry is summarized in
Figure 2a [30]. This process is typically performed in three steps corresponding to three washing tanks.
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membrane fouling by degrading the organic matter. The combination of these technologies as
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the water flow in the new proposed scenarios. Water that exits

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the water flow in the new proposed scenarios. Water that exits
the washing tanks is treated by means of the new technologies and recirculated to the tanks.
the washing tanks is treated by means of the new technologies and recirculated to the tanks. Therefore,
the flux to be processed by the WWT plant is decreased, as well as the cooling and pumping energy
needs. Properly designed filtering techniques would dismiss the need for using a chlorine sanitizing
agent. The discontinuous lines set the system boundaries, as in Figure 2b.
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2.2. Life Cycle Inventory
Briefly, the data concerning the different washing elements across the five scenarios were obtained
from three different sources:
•

•

•

Primary data, which were kindly supplied by the different partners in the CEREAL project
consortium. As it was stated in the introductory part, these data resulted from previous stages of
this same project, where the consortium developed and/or evaluated at lab-scale the technologies
here assessed, reaching conclusions such as the expected water saving and electricity usage.
Secondary data retrieved from background databases. In this work, we used the Ecoinvent v3.2
database to gather the remaining missing data and to model the lacking processes [50]. This
is a widely used database in the framework of LCA due to its three main strengths: the data’s
reliability, transparency, and the independence of the host institutions [51].
Secondary data collected from a profound literature search. Fortunately, data concerning the
manufacturing of the filtering devices had been previously reported and were here used for
elaborating the inventory.

Ecoinvent unit processes were preferentially used for systems modeling. When any unit process
was missing from that database, bespoke ones were compiled from scientific references. Processes
were designed including the same factors and assumptions as of the equivalent Ecoinvent ones in
order to ensure consistency across the whole LCI. Within the reference system, the inventory takes into
account three fundamental items: (1) water intake from the general supply network; (2) chlorination
infrastructure, considering both the sanitizing tanks and the purchase of the chemical compound;
(3) energy supplies needed for water pumping and cooling, considering the Spanish electricity mixture.
As it was previously stated, the output elements of the process are, on the one hand, the wastewaters
that need to be treated and, on the other hand, the unreacted chlorine.
For the remaining evaluated scenarios, the application of the different filtering techniques
eliminates the need for sanitizing chlorine. Thus, all the derived infrastructure is removed from the
following inventories.
With regards to the NF-PCD membrane, the materials and energy intakes needed for the pulsed
corona display (PCD) device construction were extracted from [36], and its disposal was based upon
the recycling of the steel utilized for this purpose. This technology was combined with a standard
nanofiltration membrane. Due to the lack of primary data and/or literature information, we modeled
the production of the membrane using data from a reverse osmosis device recorded on Ecoinvent
database (FILMTECTM SW30HR-380). The aforementioned process documented in Ecoinvent did not
consider the device disposal, so we assumed that the ceramic NF membrane was disposed of in an
inorganic residue landfill.
For the inventory regarding the NF-AgNP scenario, we lacked once again primary information in
terms of membrane manufacturing. Thus, the filtering membrane serving as the basis of the device
was the same Ecoinvent reverse osmosis standard as in the NF-PCD scenario, as well as its disposal.
This membrane was coated with silver nanoparticles (AgNP), whose production was modeled based
on the report in [52].
As for the ultrafiltration membrane system, the inventory relied on an already modeled system in
Ecoinvent, which considered the production, utilization, and disposal of the membrane. Thus, the only
output that needed to be taken into account was the wastewater that was subsequently treated.
Finally, the cellulose acetate (CA) membrane production was modeled basing on [53]. The
process started with the pretreatment of the Kraft cellulose paste from corn starch, which subsequently
underwent an acetylation or esterification step with acetic anhydride. This resulted in cellulose tri- or
diacetate in the form of fine powder or flakes. The manufacturing of the final membrane from the
cellulose acetate was also modeled thanks to the data in [53]. The membrane was finally coated with
chitin bactericide nanocrystals, corresponding to 5% of the total weight [45]. The chitin was obtained
from crab shell residues. The inventory regarding this step was modeled based on the data in [54]. As
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a byproduct, it generated a protein paste, which was employed as animal feeding, and therefore here
allocated as avoided impact.
The summarized LCI can be found in Table 2. The full quantitative information of the inventories
concerning each scenario can be viewed in Supplementary Materials.
Table 2. Elements acting as inputs and outputs of the different considered scenarios, namely
nanofiltration-pulsed corona display scenario (NF-PCD), nanofiltration-silver nanoparticle filtration
scenario (NF-AgNP), ultrafiltration scenario (UF), and chitin-cellulose acetate membrane scenario
(ChCA). The items represent the components of the LCA inventories.
Input

Output

Element

Data Source

Sodium hypochlorite

[13]

Chlorination infrastructure
Washing water
Energy consumption

[55]
Primary data
[56]

NF-PCD

PCD device
NF membrane
Washing water
Energy consumption

[36]
Ecoinvent
Primary data
[36,56]; Primary data

PCD device recycling
Membrane disposal
Wastewater treatment

[37]
Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

NF-AgNP

NF membrane
AgNP
Washing water
Energy consumption

[36]
[52]
Primary data
[56]; Primary data

Membrane disposal
Wastewater treatment

Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

UF

UF membrane
Washing water
Energy consumption

[36]
Primary data
[56]; Primary data

Wastewater treatment

Ecoinvent

ChCA

CA membrane
Chitin
Washing water
Energy consumption

[45,53]
[54]
Primary data
[56]; Primary data

Membrane disposal
Wastewater treatment

Ecoinvent
Ecoinvent

Reference scenario

Element
Unreacted sodium
hypochlorite
Wastewater treatment

Data Source
Author estimation
Ecoinvent

2.3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment
For modeling the life cycles within the different scenarios, we used SimaPro v8. In order to
evaluate the environmental impacts, we used the ReCiPe method, whose primary objective is to
transform the list of life cycle inventory results into a limited number of impact indicator scores,
categorized in 18 midpoint indicators and 3 endpoint indicators [57]. Here, we assessed 12 ReCiPe
midpoint indicators (same as [13]): climate change, ozone depletion, terrestrial acidification, freshwater
eutrophication and ecotoxicity, marine eutrophication and ecotoxicity, human toxicity, photochemical
oxidant formation, terrestrial ecotoxicity, and water and fossil depletion. We also considered the
three endpoint indicators: damage to human health, damage to ecosystems, and damage to resource
availability. The main strength of this methodology is that it ensures that the different impacts are not
assessed more than once in different indicators, and thus ReCiPe scores are extensively used in the life
cycle impact assessments [13,58–61].
2.4. Sensitivity Analysis
The introduction of these new techniques in industrial-scale applications is expected to create
a water recirculation rate increased by 50% with respect to our reference scenario. However, this
value might not be reached, since the conditions under which the washing operation is performed
in the factory substantially differ from their application in laboratory conditions. In order to be able
to properly assess if these membranes could decrease the environmental loads on a larger scale, we
performed a sensitivity analysis. We evaluated whether the four new technologies would maintain a
significant environmental gain in the case that the maximum water savings were 20%, 30%, or 40% of
the consumption within the reference scenario.

might not be reached, since the conditions under which the washing operation is performed in the
factory substantially differ from their application in laboratory conditions. In order to be able to
properly assess if these membranes could decrease the environmental loads on a larger scale, we
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significant environmental gain in the case that the maximum water savings were 20%, 30%, or8 40%
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impact indicator.

It is worth noting the negative contribution of WWT to the water depletion impact score. This is
due to the fact that once the water is treated in the WWT plant it is returned to the technosphere, and
thus the net water consumption is diminished.
The overall impact of the different elements in the reference scenario were evaluated according to
the endpoint indicators, and the final result is presented in Figure 5. The electricity consumption is
responsible for more than 80% of the total environmental burden.
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In spite of it, the use of water purification membranes entailed an overall endpoint impact
reduction of 55% in the case of NF-AgNP and UF scenario, whereas NF-PCD and ChCA filtration
showed an impact reduction of 47% and 56%, respectively, when compared to the reference scenario.
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4. Discussion
The inclusion of filtering membranes as washing water sanitizing techniques appears to be
clearly convenient from an environmental point of view. The major impact reduction was due to the
energy savings derived from a decreased water stream to be cooled and pumped. This is consistent
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4. Discussion
The inclusion of filtering membranes as washing water sanitizing techniques appears to be clearly
convenient from an environmental point of view. The major impact reduction was due to the energy
savings derived from a decreased water stream to be cooled and pumped. This is consistent with
the results reported by Fusi et al. [13], who reported a decrease in the environmental burden when
introducing filtering techniques in the process. However, they did not evaluate the impact of the
manufacturing of the filtering device. Considering the inventory here developed, we clarified that the
impact due to this manufacturing and usage was negligible in the endpoint impact assessment.
This fact also validates the use of secondary data, both from articles and from the Ecoinvent
database. The processes stored on databases and the data collected from articles entailed different aims,
and consequently adapting those to our purposes may have led to imprecisions on the calculations of
midpoint and endpoint impact indicators. However, the filtering infrastructure represented less than
0.0001% of the single-score endpoint indicator, so incorrectness in our procedures would not affect the
main conclusions of the study.
The only issue related to modelization using Ecoinvent data was related to the ozone depletion
indicator, which appeared to be a major issue in the nanofiltration scenarios. This could be due to
the fact that Figure 6 plots the indicators relative to the scenario where their value is greatest, and
the absolute value might not be enough high to entail actual harm. However, the modeled scenarios
considered just an approximation of the real filtering device, since no NF system inventory was found
in the secondary data retrieval. This component was replaced by a reverse osmosis device, present in
the Ecoinvent database. The manufacturing of this membrane includes the use of polyester resin, a
viscous liquid resin that is usually combined with fiberglass to serve as a supporting element [62], the
use of which leads to CFC formation. Actual NF device manufacturing does not require the use of this
compound, as it seems when analyzing the other membranes inventories, and thus the contribution to
ozone depletion could be tackled. Thus, Ecoinvent databases are extremely useful but the LCA results
reached with their data must be carefully analyzed.
The main reason for the reduction of the environmental burden in the four scenarios is the enhanced
water recirculation, which results in decreases in the energy from water cooling and pumping. For
the water being rinsed, it has been reported that 1–2 ◦ C is the optimal water temperature for most
FC products, in order to successfully remove traces of chlorine [4]. Here, we considered a cool water
temperature of 6 ◦ C, as suggested in [30]. Part of the savings on energy could be allocated to decrease
even more the water temperature and enhance the final FC produce quality. It is worth pointing out
that in our analysis the input water temperature was set to the average temperature in the Spanish
general supply network, i.e., 20 ◦ C. The input temperature will depend on the season of the year, on
the country where the production takes place, or even on the temperature of alternative water sources,
such as wells or rivers. As a result, even further energy saving could be achieved and this, together
with a disminished water use, would contribute to the accomplishment of the 12th SDG proposed by
the United Nations.
The possibility of saving water in the FC production chain had been previously explored in the
literature. To date, water decontamination has been addressed using different physical methods (UV
light [63], pulsed light [64], power ultrasound [65]), biological methods [66], or chemical methods
(such as hydrogen peroxide [67] or citric acid [68]) As a drawback, most of these technologies have
been reported to need long treatment times, which increases the turnover rate [69]. Furthermore, there
are no studies so far considering these techniques from an environmental point of view, as we did here
by means of the LCA. To decrease the residence times, most of these technologies have been combined
together or with chlorine sanitizing agents, although this entails a high cost [70].
The membrane-based techniques here considered have the potential ability to totally replace
the need for adding chlorine as a sanitizing agent, representing at the same time an environmentally
friendly alternative to the current strategy. The wide use of chlorine in the process has been reported
to entail some public health issues, including the formation of carcinogenic by-products such as
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chloroform or trihalomethanes, chloramines, and haloacetic acids [26,27]. Due to this fact, the use of
these compounds in the production chain has already been prohibited in some European countries,
namely Belgium, Denmark, Germany and The Netherlands [2]. The evaluated systems may offer an
appropriate alternative for the FC vegetable washing at these locations.
However, laboratory conditions are indeed just an approximation of the real factory scenario.
The efficiency of the system will clearly depend on the quality and dirtiness of the freshly harvested
produce that enters the process. Ideally, the biocide or oxidant compounds that are combined with
membranes within the techs will be sufficient to avoid membrane fouling, as it was reported in previous
stages of the project. Lab-scale experiments showed that applying backwashes periodically would be
sufficient to prevent the clogging of the system, but further experiments on a larger scale are needed to
evaluate this issue.
Nevertheless, our sensitivity analysis showed that even if small amounts of chlorine were needed
to keep the biological load standards for the washed produce, a significant environmental gain would
still be achieved. Indeed, the differences between reducing up to 20% the chlorine concentration and
keeping it as in our reference scenario are negligible for all the evaluated techniques when compared to
the impacts derived from the current strategy. Furthermore, chlorine is a relatively cheap compound
with an important oxidizing ability, so its combination with the new sanitizing techniques would
probably increase the life span of their components and decrease the associated maintenance costs.
Indeed, this study has mainly focused on the environmental traits of the proposed filtering devices.
The results are thus preliminary, and they just show the environmental viability of the devices. Further
studies should be carried out in order to assess whether these technologies would be applicable on
a larger scale. Special attention should be paid to the potential issues related to membrane fouling.
Larger streams of water to be treated might carry some vegetable residues, which were not considered
when testing the decontaminating ability of the membranes. The use of backwashes should be tested
in larger scales and not only when washing leafy vegetables, but also some others whose residue may
be smaller with higher clogging potential, such as broccoli.
Larger scale studies would also lead to new primary data that could be used to complement the
LCA performed here. The use of an inventory mainly composed of direct primary data will lead to
more robust conclusions, and will eliminate any possible imprecision due to estimations.
Moreover, this study has been limited to the environmental point of view. If these new techs are
to be introduced in a real manufacturing process, also an economic analysis should be performed to
confirm that the advantages of the membrane-based devices do not entail a disproportionate cost in
the total operation.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we have presented four new membrane techniques that aim to address two major
issues regarding FC vegetable washing operations: the current low water recirculation rate and the
controversial use of chlorinated compounds as sanitizing agents. Introducing these devices on the FC
production chain has been proven to be beneficial from an environmental point of view, since they are
able to reduce the total impacts derived from the washing process. The environmental load reduction
is mainly due to the decrease in water consumption, which subsequently implies decreased electricity
consumption for water cooling and pumping. This environmental gain is maintained even if the
increases in water recirculation rates are limited and/or the addition of small quantities of chlorine are
still needed to ensure produce quality. On the whole, membrane-based sanitizing techniques appear to
give a sustainable option for the sanitizing of FC washing water. Larger scale experiments should
be performed to ensure technical viability. This environmental analysis would also complement an
economic study of the decision-making process when assessing the alternatives to the current FC
production chain strategy.
Supplementary Materials: The Supplementary Materials are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/
12/9/3674/s1.
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